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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

\textbf{Purpose:} Previous studies investigating the effectiveness of exergame balance-training (using video-games) in children with cerebral palsy (CP) yielded inconsistent results that could be related to underpowered studies. Therefore, in this multicenter intervention study, we investigated whether exergaming improves balance clinically in spastic CP.

\textbf{Materials and methods:} In total, 35 children with unilateral or bilateral spastic CP (GMFCS-level I–II) were included (age-range: 7–16 years); 16 at VUMC (trial: NTR6034), 19 at UH (trial: NCT03219112). All participants received care as usual. The intervention group \((n=24)\) additionally performed exergame-training; 6–8 weeks home-based X-box One Kinect training focused on balance. Balance performance was assessed with the pediatric balance scale (PBS) and two subscales of the Bruininks–Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency-2nd edition (“balance” (BOTbal) and “running speed and agility” (BOTrsa)). Mixed model ANOVAs with between and within factors were used to test differences between and within groups.

\textbf{Results:} On group level, no post-intervention differences were found between the intervention and control group (PBS: \(p=0.248\), \(\eta_p^2=0.040\)); BOTbal: \(p=0.374\), \(\eta_p^2=0.024\); BOTrsa: \(p=0.841\), \(\eta_p^2=0.001\)). Distribution of CP-symptoms (unilateral versus bilateral) did not affect training (PBS: \(p=0.373\), \(\eta_p^2=0.036\)); BOTbal: \(p=0.127\), \(\eta_p^2=0.103\); BOTrsa: \(p=0.474\), \(\eta_p^2=0.024\)). Children with low baseline balance performance (based on PBS) in the intervention group showed improvements in balance performance after training (PBS: \(p=0.003\), \(\eta_p^2=0.304\)); BOTbal: \(p=0.008\), \(\eta_p^2=0.258\)), whereas children with high baseline balance performance did not.

\textbf{Conclusions:} This exergame-training resulted in balance improvements for the current population of CP that had a low baseline function.

\textbf{IMPLICATIONS FOR REHABILITATION}

- Exergame-training (training using video-games) shows mixed results in children with cerebral palsy (CP).
- Children with spastic CP (GMFCS level I–II) with a high baseline balance-level did not show functional balance improvements after this home-based exergame-training, suggesting that these children should not be enrolled in this type of exergame-training protocol.
- Children with spastic CP (GMFCS level I–II) with a low baseline balance-level showed clinically relevant functional balance improvements after this home-based exergame-training, suggesting that these children can benefit from enrolment in this type of exergame-training protocol to improve their balance.
- The distribution of CP-symptoms did not affect the effectiveness of this balance exergame-training in children with spastic CP with GMFCS-level I and II.

\textbf{Introduction}

The prevalence of cerebral palsy (CP) is 1.5–3 in 1000 live births in Europe \cite{1}, making CP the most common development disorder associated with lifelong movement and posture disability \cite{2}. Even though CP is a heterogeneous group with respect to affected brain regions and symptom typology, instability during standing \cite{3} and gait \cite{4} are common major impairments which severely affect the child’s independence and risk of falls. As such, balance training is a key aspect in their rehabilitation \cite{5}.
Training using commercial virtual reality games (i.e., exergaming) is a relatively new development in rehabilitation, which is increasingly used to train balance in CP [6]. Exergames are deliberately developed to increase therapy compliance or therapy time by focusing on joy and motivational aspects [7]. They are a powerful medium to provide feedback about a person’s movements, thus can motivate the person to adapt their movement strategy [8] or to perform more repetitions. As such, the advantages of exergames are based on key concepts of motor learning: motivation, feedback and repetition [9]. Given the potential of exergames for rehabilitation, the effectiveness of several exergames to train balance have been investigated in CP. Many of these studies indicate promising effects [10–14], while others do not [15–17]. The most common limitation in most studies is a low sample size of less than 20 participants in the intervention group [12–17], indicating that the described results may be biased due to the limited and possibly not representative population. Several reviews and meta-analyses underline the promising effects of exergaming to train balance in CP but clearly indicate the need for more studies with higher sample sizes [6,18,19].

Previous studies included different distributions of CP-symptoms to examine the effect of exergaming on balance; some included only children with bilateral CP [10,17] or unilateral CP [13,16], while some combined the data of the two groups [12,14,15], with varying degrees of affected functional mobility. This variability in topographical distribution of CP-symptoms is one factor that may explain the mixed results.

Besides the distribution of symptoms, another factor may affect the results of intervention in CP. It has been suggested that baseline performance can affect the effectiveness of training. Previous research on the effectiveness of sitting balance training using exergames in children with CP who were hospitalized after lower limb surgery has indicated that children with a low performance at baseline can benefit more from training than children that have a high performance at baseline [14]. Previous research on other intervention paradigms (e.g., upper limb function) in children with CP support this finding [20,21].

Therefore, our aim is to investigate whether this exergame balance-training improves balance in children with unilateral and bilateral spastic CP. We hypothesize that children with CP who receive exergame-training will improve balance performance more than those who do not (hypothesis 1), especially children with bilateral CP as both the lower limbs are affected while children with unilateral CP have one side that is less affected which can compensate for the affected side (hypothesis 2). Further, we hypothesize that children with low baseline balance performance will improve more than children with high baseline balance performance (hypothesis 3).

Materials and methods

Participants

In this multicenter cohort intervention study, we combined data from two non-randomized controlled trials (registered trials; NTR6034 and NCT03219112). Parents and children were approached by their physician to ask for participation in this study if they met the following inclusion criteria: (1)7–16 years, (2) spastic CP (unilateral or bilateral), (3) gross motor function classification system (GMFCS) level I–II, (4) no Botulinum-Neurotoxin A injections within 6 months or lower limb surgery within 12 months before baseline tests. Participants were recruited at the Amsterdam University medical center location VUmc (VUMC) and the University Hospital Ghent (UHG). Experiments were approved by the local ethics committee (Medical ethical review commission VUMC – NL57227.029.16 and Commission for medical ethics UHG – B670201525057) and performed with informed written consent from the parents of the participants and children from 12 years and older. Patient recruitment and data collection started in February 2017 (UHG) and January 2017 (VUMC). The procedures followed were in accordance with the ethical standards of the responsible committee on human experimentation (institutional and national) and with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2008. Children were divided by the investigators into an intervention and control group according to the availability of the Xbox one consoles and the date of visit of check-up in the hospital. This design was chosen as inclusion was started before the consoles were delivered; i.e., children were only allocated to the control group when the consoles were not yet available, and as soon as consoles were available children were allocated to the intervention group. All children with CP who participated in the study were provided a console after the end of the project. Depending on the site (VUMC or UHG), participants also have performed other assessments (e.g., gait analysis), which may have influenced the participant’s motivation or fatigue. Investigators, participants and parents were not blinded to group allocation.

Intervention

The intervention and control group received care as usual. Additionally, the intervention group performed a home-based balance exergame-intervention using the commercially available X-Box One and Kinect (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). All children used a TV screen to display the game. They were asked to exercise using specific games 1 session/day, 5 days/week for 30 min/session for 6–8 weeks. Children were allowed to choose to play the tennis, soccer and bowling subgames of Kinect Sports Rivals (Rare Ltd., Twycross, UK), as the other subgames required movements that were less directly related to balance (i.e., climbing, shooting and jet ski required only arm movements). Children used their body movements to trigger and play the game. Tennis required arm swing and trunk rotation, soccer demanded standing on one leg, and bowling required swinging of the arm while doing a lunge. Children (and their parents) were instructed to allow for sufficient space so that the participant could move freely in the room. As children with GMFCS level II were included, the use of AFOs was allowed during the exergame sessions for all participants. They were asked to play the games while standing and to have 30 min of actual play time per session (excluding time for loading the game). Adequate balance control was required throughout the game plays. Time played on the X-Box on the children’s personal account was automatically saved and was provided to the researchers to estimate whether the imposed training duration (minimum 15 h) was achieved.

Outcome measures

Balance was assessed with several clinical balance scales before and after training; (i) the Pediatric Balance Scale (PBS) is a valid scale to measure functional balance performance in the context of everyday tasks, such as; sit-to-stand, standing balance, reaching forward in children with CP [22]. It has 14 items to score on a 5-point ordinal scale, with a maximum score of 56. (ii) the “Balance” subtest of the Bruinink–Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency-2 (BOTbal) measures control and coordination to maintain balance while standing and walking (e.g., stand with eyes open and closed, stand on one leg, walk on a line) [23]. It is a 9-item scale
on a 5–6-point ordinal scale, with a maximum score of 37. (iii) the “Running Speed and Agility” subtest of the Bruinink–Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency-2 (BOTTrsa), although originally designed to present fitness function, it also measures gross motor function including balance related stepping (e.g., shuttle run, stepping sideways over a balance beam, one-legged stationary hop) [23]. It is a 5-item scale on a 11–13-point ordinal scale, with a maximum score of 52. These different clinical balance scales focus on different aspects of balance. Based on a conceptual framework for functional balance tests in children [24], different aspects of balance can be defined based on the task constraints that relate to maintaining, achieving (i.e., object interaction) and restoring (i.e., obstacle negotiation) balance. The task constraints comprise three conditions: stability (i.e., in a certain position), quasi-mobility (i.e., during movement between postures), and mobility (i.e., during gait).

Based on these definitions, it is suggested that PBS focuses on stability and quasi-mobility while maintaining and achieving balance, whereas BOTbal focuses on stability and mobility and BOTTrsa only on mobility while maintaining balance. As such, different results may be found on the different balance scales after exergame-training as they focus on different aspects of balance.

Participants in the intervention group at VUMC performed two additional clinical balance scales; (iv) the Trunk Control Measurement Scale (TCMS) is a valid and reliable tool to assess static and dynamic sitting balance and is specifically developed for CP [25,26]. The subscale static sitting balance consists of five items (e.g., upright sitting and holding for 10 s). The subscale dynamic sitting balance consists of selective movement control and dynamic reaching, consisting of ten items (e.g., rotating the upper trunk with the head fixated in the starting position, reaching forward and sideways). As such, TCMS focuses on stability while maintaining and achieving balance based on clinical framework defined by Verbeecque et al. [24]. Every task is graded on a 2–4 point ordinal scale, with a maximum score of TCMS is 58. (v) the Challenge-module was developed supplementary to the Gross Motor Function Measure to address its ceiling effect in high-functioning CP [27]. The Challenge-module evaluates 23 advanced gross-motor tasks, focusing on balance, speed and coordination, such as: walking on a balance beam, throwing and catching of a basketball, waving through pylons. Challenge-module was, thus, mostly focused on mobility while maintaining balance. Items were scored on a 5-point ordinal scale. Scores on all individual items (best of three trials) were summed to obtain the Challenge-module score, with a maximum score of 115.

Higher scores on each of the clinical scales indicated better balance control.

**Statistical analysis**

Power analysis of the expected changes (pre-post) in PBS indicated a required sample size of 18 children in the intervention group to detect a meaningful clinical difference of 3.66 points (SD of 3.7 [average of 2.7 and 4.7 for GMFCS level-I and II children] in CP [28], and assuming power of 80%, α = 0.05, and dropout of 10%).

Descriptive characteristics of the intervention and control group were compared using independent t-tests for continuous variables and chi-square tests for proportions.

To assess the differences in the raw scores of the balance scales between the intervention and control group before and after training (hypothesis 1), a mixed model ANOVA was performed with two factors including their interaction; one within-factor which assessed the effect of time (TIME, i.e., the pre-intervention versus the post-intervention effect), and one between-factor to assess the difference between the intervention and control group (INTERVENTIONGROUP). The interaction-effect (TIME*INTERVENTIONGROUP) provides information on whether changes over time (pre-post intervention) are different between the intervention and control group.

To assess the effect of “distribution of CP-symptoms” on the effect of the intervention, a repeated measures ANCOVA was performed with two factors including their interaction; one within-factor which assessed the effect of time (TIME, i.e., the pre-intervention versus the post-intervention effect), and one covariate to assess the influence of the topographical distribution of CP-symptoms (CPDISTRIBUTION). The interaction-effect (TIME*CPDISTRIBUTION) provides information on whether the distribution of CP-symptoms influenced the results after the intervention (hypothesis 2).

To assess whether children with low baseline balance performance will improve more than children with high baseline balance performance (hypothesis 3) we perform three statistical steps. First we assessed the effect of “baseline balance performance” on the effect of the intervention, using a repeated measures ANCOVA with two factors including their interaction; one within-factor which assessed the effect of time (TIME, i.e., the pre-intervention versus the post-intervention effect), and one covariate to assess the influence of the baseline balance performance level (BASELINEBALANCE). The interaction-effect (TIME*BASELINEBALANCE) provides information on whether the baseline balance performance level influenced the results after the intervention (hypothesis 3, step 1). Next, when TIME*BASELINEBALANCE showed a significant effect, two groups were categorized based on baseline balance performance (high versus low baseline balance groups) using K-means cluster analysis with a convergence criterion of 0 and 2 clusters (hypothesis 3, step 2). Finally, to assess differences in the effect of training between participants with high versus a low baseline balance, a repeated measures ANOVA was performed with two factors including their interaction; one within-factor which assessed the effect of time (TIME, i.e., the pre-intervention versus the post-intervention effect), and one between-factor to assess the difference between the groups of participants (i.e., (1) participants in intervention group with a high baseline balance, (2) participants in intervention group with a low baseline balance level, and (3) the control group) (BASELINEGROUP). The interaction-effect (TIME* BASELINEGROUP) provides information on whether the control group, the high baseline balance group and the low baseline balance group respond different to the intervention (hypothesis 3, step 3).

Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were systematically applied in case of a significant interaction effect.

To assess the effect of training on the Challenge-module and TCMS in the subgroup that performed these assessments (at VUMC), dependent t-tests were used.

Statistics were performed with SPSS statistics 25 (IBM, USA). α was set at 0.05. Description of the results include statistical significance (p-value) and effect size (partial eta squared: $\eta^2_p$).

**Results**

**Baseline demographics**

Thirty-five children with CP were enrolled; 19 at UHG and 16 at VUMC. Recruitment ended in November 2017 at UHG and June 2019 at VUMC. Patient characteristics were similar between the
intervention and control group (Table 1). See Figure 1 for flow diagram of enrollment.

**Differences in balance between the intervention and control group and the effect of training (hypothesis 1)**

No differences in balance scales outcome between the intervention group and control group were found (Figure 2; no main effect of INTERVENTIONGROUP; PBS: \( p = 0.255, \eta_p^2 = 0.039 \); BOTbal: \( p = 0.059, \eta_p^2 = 0.104 \); BOTTrsa: \( p = 0.316, \eta_p^2 = 0.030 \)).

One balance scale (BOTTrsa) significantly improved after the training period, but to a similar extent in both the intervention group and the control group (Figure 2; main effect of TIME for BOTTrsa: \( p = 0.001, \eta_p^2 = 0.288 \), but not for PBS or BOTbal – PBS: \( p = 0.248, \eta_p^2 = 0.040 \); BOTbal: \( p = 0.200, \eta_p^2 = 0.049 \)).

There was no difference in balance scales outcome between the intervention group and control group at baseline and after 8 weeks (Figure 2; No interaction effect of TIME x INTERVENTIONGROUP; PBS: \( p = 0.248, \eta_p^2 = 0.040 \); BOTbal: \( p = 0.374, \eta_p^2 = 0.024 \); BOTTrsa: \( p = 0.841, \eta_p^2 = 0.001 \)).

---

| Table 1. Characteristics of participants in the intervention and control group. |
|-------------------------------------------------|------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | Intervention group | Control group | Chi^2 or t-statistic | p-Value |
| Institution (VUMC/UHG) | 14/10 | 2/9 | Chi^2: 0.033 | 0.856 |
| Gender (M/F)            | 9/15 | 3/8 | Chi^2: 0.350 | 0.554 |
| Distribution (uni-/bilateral) | 5/19 | 2/9 | Chi^2: 0.033 | 0.856 |
| Age (years)             | 10.95 (2.34) | 9.78 (1.06) | t: 1.578 | 0.124 |
| Weight (kg)             | 38.07 (13.83) | 32.92 (9.33) | t: 1.180 | 0.247 |
| Height (m)              | 1.46 (0.15) | 1.38 (0.09) | t: 1.548 | 0.131 |
| Hours played (hours)    | 20.9 (6.9) | 0.0 (0.0) | t: 9.933 | <0.001 |

Continuous variables are presented as follows: mean (standard deviation). VUMC: Amsterdam UMC location VUmc; University Hospital Ghent; N: number of participants, M/F: male/female, GMFCS: Gross Motor Function Classification System. Chi-square tests were performed for Gender and GMFCS. Independent t-tests were performed for Age, Weight, Height and Hours played. *: Separate mean (standard deviation) for VUMC: 21.0 (4.7) and UHG: 20.7 (9.2). Significant differences are presented in bold.

---

**CONSORT 2010 Flow Diagram**

![CONSORT Flow Diagram](attachment:Figure_1.png)

**Figure 1.** Consort flow diagram addressing the enrolment of participants in the study.

---

---
Figure 2. Results of the exergame intervention in the intervention group with respect to the natural evolution of balance in the control group are provided in pane A (for PBS, BOT Bal and BOT Trs a). No effect of the exergame intervention was found, as both the exergame and control group did not show differences between baseline and after 6–8 weeks for PBS and BOT Bal. For BOT Trs a, a difference between baseline and after training was found in the intervention group, but a similar effect was found for the control group between baseline and after 6–8 weeks (a). For a subgroup of participants (at VUMC), the effect of exergame intervention was assessed on the Challenge-module and TCMS scales. Results of the exergame intervention in the intervention group in this subgroup is provided in pane B. Results on the Challenge-module show that the VUMC subgroup in the exergame intervention group significantly scored better after training than at baseline (b). Colored lines represent individual data. Thick black lines represent the mean with standard deviations.
See Figure 2 for mean and standard deviation of the different outcome variables for the two groups.

**Effect of training on challenge-module and TCMS in VUMC subgroup (hypothesis 1)**

Children with CP at the VUMC location showed a significant improvement in Challenge-module score after the intervention (Figure 2; \(p = 0.003, \eta^2_p = 0.502\)), but not for TCMS (Figure 2; \(p = 0.150, \eta^2_p = 0.153\)). It is, however, not clear what the natural evolution is for these balance outcomes as these were not performed in a control group.

See Figure 2 for mean and standard deviation of the outcome variables.

**Effect of topographical distribution of CP-symptoms on training (hypothesis 2)**

Children with unilateral CP showed, on average, higher balance scores (i.e., better balance) compared to children with bilateral CP (mean ± standard deviation; PBS: 55.4 ± 0.8 vs 52.1 ± 3.8; BOTbal: 26.3 ± 11.0 vs 16.7 ± 7.2; BOTrsa: 33.9 ± 5.0 vs 17.3 ± 11.4) as shown by the significant main effect of CPDISTRIBUTION for BOTbal and BOTrsa (BOTbal: \(p = 0.027, \eta^2_p = 0.204\); BOTrsa: \(p = 0.005, \eta^2_p = 0.310\)). The result for PBS did not reach significance (PBS: \(p = 0.066, \eta^2_p = 0.145\)).

There was no difference in balance scales outcome between children with unilateral CP and children with bilateral CP at baseline and after 6–8 weeks (No interaction effect of TIME*CPDISTRIBUTION; PBS: \(p = 0.373, \eta^2_p = 0.036\); BOTbal: \(p = 0.127, \eta^2_p = 0.103\); BOTrsa: \(p = 0.474, \eta^2_p = 0.024\)).

**Effect of baseline balance performance on training (hypothesis 3, step 1)**

Baseline balance level appeared to have a significant effect on the extent to which participants improved balance after training (based on the significant interaction effect of TIME*BASELINEBALANCE(covariate)). Baseline PBS score had a significant effect on PBS score and BOTbal score after training (PBS: \(p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.441\); BOTbal: \(p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.561\)). Baseline BOTbal score had a significant effect on BOTbal score after training (BOTbal: \(p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.505\)). Baseline BOTrsa score had a significant effect on BOTbal score after training (BOTbal: \(p = 0.005, \eta^2_p = 0.308\)).

As baseline PBS score showed the highest effect (lowest p-value and highest effect size) on balance after training, further analyses focused on this variable to subdivide the intervention group into a high and low balance baseline level group.

**High and low baseline group determination using cluster analysis (hypothesis 3, step 2)**

Based on the significant effect of baseline balance performance, a high baseline and low baseline balance performance group was determined for PBS in the intervention group. K-means cluster analysis revealed a high (PBS ≥ 50, \(n = 19\)) and low (PBS < 50, \(n = 5\)) baseline balance performance group (\(p < 0.001\)).

**Comparison of effect of training between the high baseline balance group, the low baseline balance group and the control group (hypothesis 3, step 3)**

When the intervention group was divided into two groups based on PBS, we found that children with a low baseline balance level
significantly improved balance (PBS and BOTbal) after exergame intervention, whereas children with a high baseline balance level and the control group did not (Figure 3 and Table 2; significant interaction effect of TIME\*BASELINE GROUP; PBS: $p = 0.003$, $\eta^2_p = 0.304$; BOTbal: $p = 0.008$, $\eta^2_p = 0.258$). Children with a low baseline (PBS) balance level did not improve significantly different than children with a high baseline (PBS) and the control group balance level for BOTrsa ($p = 0.379$, $\eta^2_p = 0.059$). Children with a low baseline (PBS) balance level did not improve significantly different than children with a high baseline (PBS) for TCMS ($p = 0.800$, $\eta^2_p = 0.006$), and Challenge-module ($p = 0.354$, $\eta^2_p = 0.072$).

Table 2. Mean and standard deviations of the PBS, BOTbal and BOTrsa for the high baseline balance group, low baseline balance group and the control group, including post-hoc pairwise comparisons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High baseline balance group</th>
<th>Low baseline balance group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N = 19</td>
<td>N = 5</td>
<td>N = 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>54.11 (2.00)</td>
<td>45.20 (3.90)</td>
<td>54.27 (3.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-intervention (after 6–8 weeks)</td>
<td>54.37 (2.57)</td>
<td>49.00 (2.12)</td>
<td>54.27 (3.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-hoc pre vs post p-value</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOTbal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>21.32 (9.62)</td>
<td>8.00 (4.90)</td>
<td>23.91 (8.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-intervention (after 6–8 weeks)</td>
<td>20.32 (8.03)</td>
<td>13.40 (2.30)</td>
<td>25.73 (7.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-hoc pre vs post p-value</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOTrsa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>23.23 (11.13)</td>
<td>7.00 (4.18)</td>
<td>24.27 (10.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-intervention (after 6–8 weeks)</td>
<td>24.63 (12.33)</td>
<td>10.20 (7.36)</td>
<td>26.18 (11.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-hoc pre vs post p-value</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variables are presented as follows: mean (standard deviation). PBS: Pediatric Balance Scale, BOTbal: balance subscale of the Bruininks–Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency-2, BOTrsa: running speed and agility subscale of the Bruininks–Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency-2. Note that the post-hoc tests were not performed for BOTrsa as the interaction effect did reach statistical significance. Significant differences are presented in bold.

Discussion

Based on the current results we cannot confirm our first hypothesis that children with CP who received this exergame balance-training improved balance performance more than children with CP who only received usual care. We could also not confirm our second hypothesis, as the effectiveness of this exergame-training to improve balance was not affected by topographical distribution of CP (i.e., unilateral or bilateral). However, we could confirm our third hypothesis that with this exergame-training, children from our current population with low baseline balance performance show more improvements than children with high baseline balance performance and children who only received usual care.

Regarding hypothesis one ("children with CP who receive exergame-training will improve balance performance more than those who do not"), on average (for the total group of CP), we did not find an effect of this exergame-training on changes in scores on balance scales compared to a control group. We did find a significant increase in the Challenge-module from pre- to post-training in a subgroup of participants who performed this balance scale (at VUMC); i.e., difference in mean of 3.42 points. This change, however, did not reach the minimal detectable change of 4.47 points [29]. Additionally, for this outcome, the natural evolution over 8 weeks is unknown as the control group did not perform this test. Moreover, significant changes after training were also found for BOTrsa, but the improvements were similar in the intervention and control group. For this reason, this improvement does not seem to be related to the exergame-training, indicating that this change can be due to natural development or the received usual care program of the included participants. Additionally, it may be the case that this outcome may be more related to fitness as the original scale was developed as a measure of fitness rather than balance. These negative results for the different balance outcomes are in accordance with previous studies that did not find an effect of exergame-training [15–17]. However, these negative results could be caused by subgroup or interindividual variability in change of balance performance over time. Based on the individual data (Figure 2), it is clear that there is a high interindividual variability regarding the effectiveness of the exergame-intervention; some individuals clearly show an increase in balance whereas others show no improvement or even a decrease. Subgroup analyses can provide insights in whether the individuals who show an improvement after training possess common features.

Regarding hypothesis two ("children with bilateral CP who receive exergame-training will improve balance performance more than children with unilateral CP"), the current results showed that the topographical distribution of CP-symptoms (i.e., unilateral or bilateral CP) did not influence the effectiveness of this type of balance training, despite the differences in balance between unilateral and bilateral children with CP. This is an unexpected finding as children with unilateral CP have an unaffected side which could compensate for the affected side while in children with bilateral CP both the lower limbs are affected. This subgroup analysis indicated that the distribution of the CP-symptoms did not influence the effectiveness of the exergame-training.

On the other hand, regarding hypothesis three ("children with low baseline balance performance will improve more than children with high baseline balance performance"), we did find that children from the current population with poorer balance performance at baseline did improve their balance after this exergame-training focused on balance (irrespective of the distribution of CP-symptoms). As such, classification/grouping based on baseline balance level differentiated our population in a different manner than grouping based on topographical distribution of CP-symptoms; as both children with bilateral and unilateral CP may present with a high or low baseline balance level, topographical distribution of CP-symptoms does not appear to reflect functional balance performance. Children with a baseline score of less
than 50 points on the PBS, improved on average 4 points on the PBS and 5 points on the BOTbal scale after exergame-training. This change is significant as the minimal detectable change is exceeded for both PBS (1.59 points) and BOTbal (1.14 points) [30,31]. Specifically, 60% (3/5) children in the intervention group with a low baseline level increased 2 points or more on the PBS and the BOTbal. None of these children showed a decrease of 2 or more points. In the high baseline balance group, however, only 15.8% (3/19) children increased 2 or more points on the PBS and 31.6% (6/19) children increased 2 or more points on the BOTbal. While 15.8% (3/19) and 57.9% (11/19) of them showed a decrease of 2 or more points on the PBS and BOTbal, respectively. In the control group, 9.09% (1/11) and 45.5% (5/11) children showed an increase of 2 points or more on the PBS and the BOTbal, respectively. Whereas, 18.2% (2/11) children in the control group showed a decrease of 2 or more points on the BOTbal. Furthermore, the change seen in this low baseline CP group after exergame-training is clinically meaningful as the minimal clinical important difference for PBS (3.66 points) and BOTbal (0.57 points) were exceeded [30,31]. The finding that children with CP with a low performance at baseline may benefit more from training than children with a high performance at baseline, is in line with results from upper limb training in CP [20,21], and sitting balance training using exergames in children with CP who were hospitalized after lower limb surgery [14].

Our results suggest that promising or negative effects in previous studies may be the resultant of a selection bias of included participants with a low or high baseline balance performance, respectively, as most previous studies on the effectiveness of exergame balance training had low sample sizes. To the best of our knowledge, the current study has included the largest sample of children included in an exergame-intervention focusing on balance improvement, addressing the need for more studies with higher sample sizes as indicated in previous reviews [6,18,19]. However, next to a low sample size, other factors may influence the effectiveness of exergame-training as well. Possible future directions for research to investigate different factors are suggested. To date, it is not yet known to what extent different types of exergaming affect training outcome. Furthermore, patient motivation is crucial for compliance, especially for longer training periods. As such, exergames with an aspect of fun included may result in increased motivation and compliance [7]. Given the inter-individual differences in the effect of training, it appears that patient-specific adjustments of the (exergame)training are required to (1) train on specific aspects of balance control (e.g., dynamic standing balance, anticipatory movements), and (2) present a fun and motivating environment of specific interest to the patient. Motivation does not only affect the training but also the assessment of balance in children with CP. It is not expected that balance performance shows a natural evolution over a 6-8 week period. However, the individual results of the participants in the control group (Figure 2) do show variations when assessed the second time (after 8 weeks) both in the positive and negative direction (for PBS and BOTbal). This suggests that it is not a learning effect of the test for PBS and BOTbal, as then the second test would result in a better performance (as is the case for BOTrsa). Therefore, it seems the child’s motivation to perform the tests may have affected the results of the PBS and BOTbal. Of course, this may not only be the case for the control group but also for participants in the exergame-intervention group. Alternatively, a change in the usual care of the patient over the course of the study could have influenced the results as well. However, we believe this will not have been an important issue as participants and their parent were asked not to change the usual care and if this would happen that they would contact the research team (none have indicated such a change). Irrespective of the possible reason, individual variations were present. The individual differences between baseline and after 6-8 weeks for PBS and in the control group ranged from -1 to +2, but did not reach the minimal clinical important difference for PBS. For BOTbal, the individual variation of the control group was much higher, ranging from -5 to +8, and did reach the minimal clinical important difference for BOTbal. After intervention in the exergame-intervention group, 5 children showed a negative effect on the PBS (up to -2), which was not clinically important. However, for BOTbal, half of the exergame-intervention group presented with a negative effect after training (up to -13), indicating that the BOTbal outcome is too variable to use as balance performance outcome in children with CP.

The current results indicate that baseline PBS level was a better factor to distinguish groups for possible benefit of this exergame balance training than BOTbal and BOTrsa. Children with a low baseline PBS level improved at both PBS and BOTbal after this training, whereas baseline BOTbal level or BOTrsa level only influenced BOTbal after exergame-training. As indicated in the methods section, PBS focuses on stability and quasi-mobility while maintaining and achieving balance, whereas BOTbal focuses on stability and mobility and BOTrsa on mobility while maintaining balance. When assessing the type of balance (i.e., task constraints [24]) trained during exergaming, it appears that mainly quasi-mobility is trained while maintaining and achieving balance, as the tennis, bowling and soccer games required performing a transfer of body position (e.g., a lunge and returning, or a step while swinging the arm). As such, PBS appears to better reflect the type of balance trained with the exergames. Based on the results of the clinical balance scales of the low baseline balance group, it appears that this exergame-training focused on balance results in task-specific training with limited to no transfer to other types (or task constraints) of balance, such as mobility (e.g., balance during walking). Similarly, we also did not find a transfer of the exergame-training with a focus on standing balance to improvements on the TCMS which assesses sitting balance.

**Study limitations**

When interpreting the results of the current study, one should take into account some limitations. We aimed to randomize the allocation of the participants to the control group of the intervention group at both locations. We were, however, required to start with the recruitment of participants before the X-box consoles were delivered (to reduce project delays). For that reason, participants who started at the beginning of the project were allocated to the control group. Additionally, due to slow recruitment of patients, and a resulting project delay, we opted towards the end of the project to mainly allocate participants to the intervention group. These allocation procedures were not related to clinical characteristics of the patients. Blinding of participants to group allocation was not an option, as persons in the intervention group received X-box consoles, while persons in the control group did not. Additionally, the capacity of the research group did not allow blinding of the researchers performing balance assessments. Nevertheless, the balance scales used required objective scoring. When a significant effect of baseline balance score as covariate was found, the intervention group was divided into a high and low baseline balance group based on K-means cluster analysis. Future research in a larger sample of children with CP that receive
exergame balance training, should focus on the validity of this threshold or other methods to determine a threshold of when exergame training is meaningful. Combining the results of two centers (VUMC and UHG) allowed an increase in sample size, but also increased variability. At UHG children were asked to train for 8 weeks, while at VUMC this was 6 weeks. On average, however, there was no significant difference in the hours played between the groups, suggesting that children at UHG either trained less than 30 min per day or did not train 5 days per week. Nevertheless, as the hours played was similar between the groups, both groups have trained for a similar amount of time (Table 1). Furthermore, different investigators assessed the balance scales in the two institutions. This was believed not to be an important issue as the interrater reliability of the PBS and BOTbal are very high (ICC = 0.98) [32,33]. A weakness of the current study is that for hypothesis 2 and 3 the large initial sample was divided into (unbalanced) smaller subgroups. These analyses provide important insights into possible reasons of the negative findings on the group level which should be investigated in future large RCTs, and should be interpreted with caution. Some children may have had more experience with gaming using the Kinect Xbox One console, or a different console, than others. We did not assess this aspect, and therefore, could not investigate the possible influence of previous gaming experience on the effectiveness of this exergame-training. Another aspect that deserves further examination, but was not part of the current study, is the effect of comorbidities on exergame balance-training and balance performance; for instance, how do ADHD, autism, IQ, and visual or auditory problems affect this type of intervention. Importantly, readers should not generalize the current findings to other types of exergame-training nor to a different (albeit similar) population. These findings are specific for home-based videogame training using the Kinect Xbox One game Kinect sports rivals (and specifically for three sub-games: tennis, soccer and bowling), as different games may have a focus on different aspects of balance or different type of visual feedback which may influence effectiveness. Additionally, these findings are specific to the currently investigated population (children with bilateral and unilateral spastic CP with GMFCS level I–II).

Conclusions

This home-based exergame balance training using Kinect X-box games did not improve functional balance for all included children with spastic unilateral or bilateral CP with a GMFCS level-I or II. However, children with a low baseline performance (PBS-score of 50 or less), did show significant and clinically important improvements on the PBS and BOTbal after this exergame balance-training for 6–8 weeks. This exergame balance-training did not result in a transfer to improvements in sitting balance or balance during mobility for children with a low baseline function. The topographical distribution of CP-symptoms (i.e., unilateral or bilateral CP) did not affect the effectiveness of the training.
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